Why take a Greg Clure Photography Photo Workshop Tour?
What is a photo workshop tour anyway? We combine the best of a workshop with the best of a photo tour for the best
possible photographic experience. Like most workshops you will learn from a seasoned professional only your learning
will occur in the field with hands-on practice as we work with you to perfect your focus, exposure and composition.

1. In our hectic day-to-day lives, we carve out the time to pursue our common passion: nature photography.
It’s not always easy to be in the right place at the right time to get the shot we want because just finding
the right place seldom happens at exactly the right time. My job is to get you to the right place at the right
time when the light has the potential to be at its best as you learn from an experienced professional.
2. I have been to every location I tour many times before in different seasons and times of day and know
each location intimately. Rest assured we will be in a position to capture the most stunning images
possible at each location all while learning a professional's approach to the scene.
3. Not only have I been to each location multiple times but I scout the location before each photo workshop
tour to be sure I know where the best fall color or wildflower blooms are located and I note where the
local wildlife is hanging out. Many professional photographers will tell you that it often takes going back to
the same location many times before they get their best possible images.
4. You won’t be tripping over other photographers, I only take small groups to each location; the size of the
group is determined by the venue not by what is needed to make it financially appealing like some other
workshops. Smaller groups mean more individual attention for each participant!
5. I have been formally educated in the craft of photography and hold a Certificate of Photography from a
1,080 hour program where I developed both black and white and color film and prints. I have used nearly
every type of camera available from pinhole to 8x10 large format view cameras and everything in
between. Ask your next photo workshop leader what their educational background contains; it might
surprise you to learn they have no formal education in photography.
6. If you like my photographic style and want to capture similar images I can help you get to that result.
7. Tour stunning locations at peak times of the year with like minded photographers who are more than
willing to share their knowledge, experiences and technique.
8. I don’t waste your time in the classroom because there are superior software courses on-line that can
teach you any software program from the comfort of your home (check-out www.lynda.com or
www.kelbytraining.com as an example). Why travel to a faraway place to sit in a classroom? If you prefer
to learn hands-on in the field rather than in a classroom a photo workshop tour is right for you!
9. I will help you elevate your imagery to the next level by drawing on my 35+ years of experience.
10. I offer image review sessions on tour as well as after the tour is over. I recommend each participant upload
their best images to the group tour site as means of learning from each other and to receive a critique.
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